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“Anything that is meant to 
impress us must have character.”

Johann Wolfgang von goethe

 www.tabbert.de
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When DeMAnD becOMes PAssIOn.
behind every successful brand there always is the vision of individual people. Master car body maker Alfred Tabbert always aspired to combine usefulness with pleasure: 
he turned his solidly built caravans into mobile adventure worlds with a unique comfort character – travel mobility alone never was enough for him. Ambition changed 
into passion. And passion grew into a genuine brand promise: The beauty of hand-made furniture, the elegance of an exquisitely composed room ambience, and the skil-
ful use of selected material qualities for generations have made Tabbert Premium caravans a value for life.

The Tabbert product philosophy focuses on man and his desires for comfort, safety, and lifestyle, and these ideas characterise the innovative spirit of the “visionary with 
manufacturer qualities”. With more than 280,000 produced vehicles Tabbert not only is one of the most experienced caravan manufacturers on the market, but also one 
of the most future-oriented. 

Preserving values and shaping the future – in every aspect the Tabbert brand today represents OrIgIn, InnOVATIOn, QuAlITy.

experience the fascination of the Tabbert premium brand.

cOnTenTs
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“experience is the beginning 
of all art and knowledge.”

Aristotle
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2012/2013InhAlT

Origin. Innovation. Quality.

The course to sustained success already was set in 1953 when Alfred Tabbert individually built the fi rst caravans of oil-hardened hardboards, 
because in addition to the manufacture of single-axle trailers it especially was the high-quality furniture construction that created the excellent 
reputation in the industry for the young company. beautiful furniture, accentuated design elements, harmonious living environments – they all 
need experience and skill. And the excellent craftsmanship still is obvious today in every detail of our caravans. 
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�1953��
At the age of 45 caravaning pioneer Alfred 
Tabbert produced his first caravans with  
120 employees. Only two years later the first 
“Ideal” caravan is produced in series.

�1963�
Tabbert caravans get the legendary 
rear-ventilated roof and the so-called 
“Tabbert nose” that still character-
ises the Tabbert  style today.

PAssIOn
fOr The excePTIOnAl …

Alfred Tabbert‘s demand “to give your best each and every day and make the caravans 
even more beautiful, safe and comfortable” always has been one of our company‘s perfor-
mance principles. Today an excellently coordinated expert team of developers, designers, 
and product managers realises the vision of the company founder at one of the industry‘s 
most modern production plants: In the hessian sinntal-Mottgers craftsmanship is com-
bined with high-tech – to build top-quality premium caravans.
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2012/2013InhAlT

�2002 
Production of the 250,000th Tabbert 
caravan – of course based on the proven 
Tabbert premium concept. In the following 
years many Tabbert models are award-
winners.

�2012 �and�in�the�future
until today the company owner‘s performance principle and philosophy have not 
changed at all. four different model ranges currently meet customer demands all 
over europe. In today‘s Tabbert competence centre our employees are developing
the “caravaning of the future”: Premium quality, innovation and design.

�1973� 
At the end of the 60s the 25,000th 
caravan leaves the production line. 
On 31 October 1973 Alfred Tabbert 
died from a heart attack while he 
was working in his plant. 

… WITh neW AccenTs

The Tabbert brand is a “living legend”, because both the traditional furniture 
construction and the almost 60 years of innovative design practice still are the 
core of today‘s caravan production. With visionary ideas in design and function 
caravan development gets additional decisive impulses for the future. In other 
words: If you know how quality is generated, you also can consistently further 
develop it into the future.
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“change the world,
it needs it.”

bertolt brecht
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Origin. Innovation. Quality.

What defi nes innovative products today? for Tabbert it is the demands of the customer. new ways of life, a different 
understanding of mobility and leisure time, a more subtle awareness of values – this is the perspective from which we 
see product qualities and innovation potentials, and from which we push developments. 

everything is in permanent motion, but man remains at the centre of all things. for man we create moving moments.
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Floor�plate.
With 7 mm plywood, 35 mm polystyrene 
foam, 5 mm plywood with underbody 
coating, and a small ledge distance the 
floor plate is outstandingly strong.

Sandwich�parts.
31 mm thick side walls guarantee op-
timal insulation of the caravan – de-
pending on the model range refined 
with plain sheet metal or hammer-
finish sheet metal (DA VIncI)

InsPIreD by nATure …

To feel safe, protected, sheltered – now and always. That is what we at Tabbert owe to 
our customers. for many decades the unique Tabbert roof construction has therefore 
been part of the premium claim of our caravans. And today this roof has even been 
further improved: With about 5.8 cm the new Tabbert roof today is almost twice as 
thick as a comparable sandwich-pressed roof – an outstanding advantage when you‘re 
living out in nature.
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Room�climate.
Internally ventilated top cabinets 
effi ciently prevent heat accumula-
tion in the interior and guarantee 
uniform heating of the caravan.

The�Tabbert�roof.
With its combination of diffusing and insulating materials the construction of the Tabbert 
roof ensures perfect comfort: The permeable layer allows a free circulation of fresh air, 
while the insulating layer keeps heat inside and cold outside. A robust glass-fi bre / carbon 
composite material forms the external protection layer (alu / sheet metal as an option).

Frost-proof.
The water conduits are attached 
to the air-circulation tubes by 
means of special clamps and are 
thus reliably protected against 
freezing. Perfectly fi t for winter!

… fAscInATeD by TechnOlOgy.

The dream of a comfortable room climate at all times of the day and year now is real-
ity with Tabbert: Permanently diffusing fresh air almost completely prevents the for-
mation of condensation in the roof and reliably eliminates heat accumulation. What 
we have learned from nature, intelligent design engineering has turned into the new 
standard of comfort. silent, cool, warm, tight, dry, healthy – that is how a caravan roof 
must be, and that is what Tabbert has understood.
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“The ordinary gives 
the world its existence,
the extraordinary gives

it its value.”
Oscar Wilde
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Origin. Innovation. Quality.

Today everybody promises outstanding quality. good to see that more and more people know and appreciate the small, fi ne difference be-
tween advertising claims and true “matters of the heart”. for us, quality involves consistency. for Tabbert, brand quality means a permanent 
promise of highest performance that makes all our caravans all over the world equally good, safe, durable and valuable. 

And this Tabbert promise surely and reliably  will hold true again tomorrow, because for us it is a matter of the heart!
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Feeling�for�light.
no other factor can defi ne a room’s ambi-
ence as characteristically as its lighting. 
every Tabbert range therefore has its own 
light concept for perfect well-being.

Feeling�for�wood.
A visible plus in value: real wood 
edges at the tables in the Tabbert 
grAnDe PuccInI, PuccInI or 
VIVAlDI.

MAnufAcTurIng cOMPeTence …

What is it that unites all the cabinetmakers, engineers, designers, assembly workers, and 
planners at Tabbert every day? sensitiveness and enthusiasm, precision and competence. 
from the tiniest screw through to the completed caravan. easily said – but based on hard 
work: 

each of our caravans contains about 600 materials and 4,000 components, including the 
famous Tabbert stainless steel plate screws that avoid cold bridges. Innumerable details 
that simply must fi t. And innumerable opportunities to demonstrate sensitiveness, talent, 
and team spirit.
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Passion�for�style.
real-wood veneers in the grAnDe PuccInI
and PuccInI, high-quality fi ttings at the 
furniture fl ap doors, or safe push-locks 
demonstrate perfect function and design.

Commitment�for�the�extraordinary.
The Tabbert bed system defi nes new standards for relaxation in a premium caravan: 
The point-elastic mattress (comfort-Plus package) provides relief for the spine and 
ensures a healthy, restful sleep. head-section and mattress can furthermore be fl ex-
ibly adapted to the individual sleeping position.

Sense�for�comfort.
A small push is enough, and the 
drawers close automatically. soft-
close drawers make life easier – 
and more quiet. 

… cOnceIVeD In A neW WAy.

The high level of identifi cation of our employees with the Tabbert premium 
brand has a long-standing history: With their understanding of quality, gen-
erations of caravan specialists have felt at home with the traditional german 
company and have welcomed assuming responsibility. The success of the 
brand proves the value of the consistent Tabbert performance demand. And 
even though many production processes are automated today, the commit-
ted and skilled employee still is the decisive factor for guaranteed quality. 



16� grAnDe PuccInI.

grAnDe PuccInI – DesTInATIOn fOr InDIVIDuAlIsTs.

Travelling is a question of your personal attitude to life. Tabbert customers travel with more awareness, elegance, and sensuousness than others. for the most demanding customers 
we have now completely re-defi ned aesthetics: The grAnDe PuccInI combines modern living culture with progressive aerodynamics, and with its strong design is a highly self-
confi dent commitment to caravaning.

extraordinary long-fi bre injection (lfI) body construction gives the front and rear an unmistakeable automotive made-of-one-piece look. combined with the noise- and heat-insulated 
Tabbert roof the premium caravan with the striking rear lights speaks a clear language. Pride, class, exclusiveness, awareness of values – these are the emotions the grAnDe PuccInI 
represents.  

A breathtaking interior: here is where demand is truly lived, here is where we are in our element with Tabbert, and where we have reached our destination with our promise of 
OrIgIn, InnOVATIOn, QuAlITy.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI.

grAnDe PuccInI.



18� grAnDe PuccInI  590 TD.

One�of�the�most�beautiful�living�environments�for�you�–�one�of�the�most�moving�moments�for�us.
The exquisitely defined apartment character of the grAnDe PuccInI interior convinces with an extraordinary material mix, the exclusive furniture design, and a fascinatingly atmospheric 
light concept. The flat sideboard beside the seating group generates  a fantastically large free room in the living area. 
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI 560 TD. 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI 590 TD.

The�design�makes�the�difference.
creme-coloured lacquer, silver pilaster strips,  dark veined wood decor,  
and a facing in leather look as fl ap door end – wonderfully precious.

Feeling�for�exclusiveness.
The precious smooth-leather look (TenDenZA design version), extra-
high backrests, and exquisitely crafted upholstery show true style.



20� grAnDe PuccInI 560 TD.

The�start�of�a�new�form�of�travelling.
The open shelf element above the sideboard is inspired by the bauhaus- 
style furniture design. clear contours, precious materials – this is how 
Tabbert prepares for the future.

There�is�nothing�like�good�entertainment.
In the grAnDe PuccInI the 22 inch flat-screen TV is standard equipment, as is 
the radio/cD/MP3 combination with two speakers.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI 590 TD.

What�dreams�are�made�of.
The Tabbert bed is a very special comfort highlight in the grAnDe PuccInI. 
The high-quality spring mattress guarantees optimal weight distribution 
and noticeably relieves the back.

The�beauty�of�functionality.
large top cabinets, open shelves, a stowage cabinet with glass 
sliding doors – this premium caravan offers many exclusive pos-
sibilities to show individuality.
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Good�taste�for�all�to�see.
The dark solid-surface material gives the grAnDe PuccInI kitchen its very special touch  
and is the perfect setting for the stainless steel sink and cooker unit.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI 590 TD.

A�new�style�for�sophisticated�connoisseurs.
The combination of distinctively veined wood decor with a warm mahogany note 
and white gloss laminate material is pure fascination.

The�art�of�experiencing�quality�everywhere.�
soft-close slides, comfortable drawer inserts, and large chromed handle bars give 
this kitchen cabinet its special esprit.



24�24  grAnDe PuccInI 560 TD.

GRANDE�PUCCINI�–�fantastic�design�that�inspires�all�your�senses.
With the exquisite style of the grAnDe PuccInI interior every room is an experience of its own: like here in the washing area before the comfort toilet room,  
high-quality materials are combined with modern design elements and finely accentuated equipment details – for a genuine wellness paradise feeling.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI 590 TD.

A�grip�on�individuality.
large handle bars or slim fl ap door locks in chrome look – in the 
grAnDe PuccInI you have every comfort with smooth-operating 
push-locks.

Quality�is�the�opposite�of�chance.
The exclusive designer taps impress with their deliberately simple 
elegance. The smoothly rounded washbasin in bright special laminate 
material is a perfect match.
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Perfectly�in�shape.
Produced in a long-fibre injection process (lfI), the front and rear have an automo-
tive look as if cast in one pour. comfort details like the integrated stowage room in 
the double floor perfectly round off the premium concept.

Typical�for�Tabbert.
Intelligent stowage room solutions in the front and rear. The solid integrated 
aluminium gas bottle locker bottom or the standard spare wheel holder are 
only two of the many quality details you can rely on in a Tabbert.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013grAnDe PuccInI 590 TD.

Safety�and�comfort.
lockable gas bottle locker, illuminated entrance step with Tabbert 
emblem, awning lamp above the entrance door: With a Tabbert you 
always can feel safe and comfortable in your holidays.

Mobility�first.
With the side wall marker lights and the leD safety rear lights including 
indicators you will always safely reach your destination. elegantly inte-
grated maneuvering handles provide stationary mobility.
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PuccInI – A syMPhOny fOr All yOur senses

The enthusiasm for the artistic work of the Italian composer giacomo Puccini still is unbroken today – so he is an ideal name-
sake for this classic and versatile Tabbert travel caravan.

The PuccInI presents itself with an expressive and yet individual exterior design: exclusive silver-coloured fenders run from the 
front and rear over the roof, and the striking rear light assembly with leD lights decisively characterises the look of this Tabbert 
model range.

The PuccInI combines this with a fascinatingly open and friendly interior ambience. With the warm wood decor, the clear 
furniture design, and the many fascinating room concepts on 5 to 7 metres body length, this Tabbert caravan is the ideal com-
panion for sophisticated caravaners. 
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013PuccInI.

PuccInI.



30� PuccInI 495 he.

A�paradise�for�moving�moments.
The PuccInI especially convinces with its fascinating room concepts. With perfectly fitted furniture, exquisitely crafted interior textiles, and exclusive equip-
ment details the PuccInI on a small room demonstrates what comfort camping really means today: experiencing individuality in the midst of nature.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013PuccInI 495 he.

Feels�good,�not�to�miss�any�comfort.
The perfectly fi tted kitchen in the PuccInI is modern workplace and decorative furniture all in one. At the smoothly curved fl ap doors of 
the top cabinets sturdy handles with push-locks guarantee perfect and easy handling. The integrated spots provide light when needed. 
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Focussing�on�pleasure.
With its extravagant forward-extending corner shape the kitchen in the PuccInI offers ample room 
for three-burner cooker with smoked-glass cover, sink, and for what is essential for cooking: for preparation.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013PuccInI 560 e.

Perfect�for�professionals.
On the large, forward-extending worktop of solid laminate material the preparation of meals is pure fun. 
The base cabinet offers a fascinating stowage volume.
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Enjoying�personal�freedom�in�twos�–�the�PUCCINI�makes�this�wish�come�true.�
The large single beds feature high-quality, back-friendly mattresses and provide first-class sleeping comfort. With the optional roll-bed function 
the two single beds furthermore can be converted into a large and highly comfortable lying area.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013PuccInI 495 he.

Comfort�aplenty.
solid hinges at the cabinet doors, soft-close slides at the drawers, hard-wearing laminate materials in the bathroom and kitchen, 
intelligent light concept, high-quality real-wood fronts: In the PuccInI nothing is left to chance, but all is based on experience.
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A�place�for�the�most�beautiful�moments.
The seating groups in the PuccInI are made with great attention to details.  
higher backrests and voluminous upholstery guarantee excellent ergonomic seating comfort.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013PuccInI 560 e.

Quality�that�you�can�see�and�feel.
The furniture fronts in the PuccInI are made of precious “Piemont cherry” real-wood veneer. 
spring mattresses and folding bed base are standard comfort features.



38� PuccInI hIghlIghTs.

A�style�sets�standards.
The refreshingly clear exterior design of the PuccInI is reflected in every detail.  
for example, the third brake light also is elegantly integrated.

Safety�and�extravagance.
The striking rear light assembly so to speak is the trademark of this model range.  
The continuous maneuvering bar is another practical and extraordinary feature. 
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013

Always�something�special.
Without any doubt: The interior of the PuccInI radiates pure elegance. Atmospheric 
details such as the ceiling lamp that is integrated in the roof dominate the ambience.

The�latest�state-of-the-art.
Many dimmable spots, leD-illuminated baldachins, sAT antenna cable 
and usb port always are standard equipment in the PuccInI.

PuccInI hIghlIghTs.



40�40  VIVAlDI.

VIVAlDI – clAssIc All ThrOugh. 
The excellently heat- and sound-insulated shell of the Tabbert VIVAlDI contains a chic core that combines timeless design with fi rst-class materials. cabinets with frame 
fl ap doors in MerAnO AlDer get an elegant touch with pilaster strips in stainless steel look. The exquisitely crafted upholstery of the seating group (right side picture: 
MOccA design) and the high backrests  guarantee highest seating comfort. special details such as the real-wood veneer table edge or the illuminated ceiling panels give 
the VIVAlDI a pleasant living ambience and unobtrusively emphasise the modern classic style of this model range.

for all those who love the harmony of fi nely composed rooms and who like to show what holiday quality means for them, the VIVAlDI is a wonderful companion.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013VIVAlDI.

VIVAlDI.



42� VIVAlDI 550 e.

A�picture�paints�a�thousand�words.
come in, be comfortable, feel at home: With their mixture of warm wood tones, solid craftsmanship and low-key interior textiles  
the living environments in the VIVAlDI create a relaxed atmosphere of comfort and rest. 
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013VIVAlDI 550 e.

Well-being�always�included.
The comprehensive standard equipment of the Tabbert VIVAlDI provides everything your heart desires – from the lovingly designed sleeping 
room with Tabbert comfort beds, functional details such as energy-saving recessed leD spots, through to the 97 litre refrigerator.
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Recreation�guaranteed.
With its intelligent layout concepts the VIVAlDI offers almost unlimited stowage possibilities: every section of the comfort caravan 
features practical and beautiful solutions for cleverly stowing accessories, luggage and “personality”.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013VIVAlDI 550 e.

Room�with�a�view.
comfortably large single beds with a length of 2.0 or 1.88 metres provide comfort and ambience for the front sleeping room. 
The cosy furniture decor creates a warm atmosphere and emphasises the comfort character of this classic Tabbert travel caravan.



46� VIVAlDI 640 MD.

What�living�means�today.
The modern beleZZA fabric design gives the VIVAlDI interior a refreshingly young touch. The harmonious combination with the warm tone of  
the wood decor brings out the best of the high-quality furniture equipment, and the VIVAlDI shows its biggest strong point: comfort.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013VIVAlDI 640 MD.

Room�for�the�most�beautiful�time�of�the�year.
VIVAlDI seating groups convince with their unbelievable seating comfort and with a 
selection of timelessly beautiful fabric designs. The single-support lifting table perfectly 
rounds off the comfort zone.

Oasis�of�rest.
In the 640 MD you can enjoy your holidays on an extraordinary cross bed 
that has been space-savingly fi tted into the sleeping area.
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Always�travel�with�style.
The illuminated corner cabinet with large mirrors like a precious make-up table 
completes the sleeping area that can be partitioned from the living room.

Room�for�everything.
Many small shelves with elegant aluminium facing and raised edges provide ample 
room for all kinds of personal items  in the VIVAlDI – and make you feel at home.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013VIVAlDI 640 MD.

A�practical�solution.
The shoe cabinet is optimally placed beside the entrance door, and with 
its compartments and tray area demonstrates the practical nature of the 
VIVAlDI.

Perfect�all-around.
The standard 97 litre refrigerator in the VIVAlDI not only features a freezer 
compartment, but also a door with furniture-style facing that is equipped 
with compartments. 
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DA VIncI – fAMIly hOlIDAys re-DefIneD. 

The versatile DA VIncI travel caravan means pure joy for families. With respect to layout portfolio and room utilisation this Tabbert model range is as imaginative as its 
namesake, the Italian artist, architect, engineer, and natural philosopher leonardo. The friendly and open interior of the DA VIncIs provides young and young-at-heart 
campers with suffi cient free room for their personal holiday ideas – there are no restrictions here, and everything is well thought-out to suit customer demands.

Above all, however, the DA VIncI fascinates with its unique combination of family-friendliness and sophisticated aesthetics – and thus impressively demonstrates 
that “practical” and “beautiful” are not mutually exclusive. In addition to the extensive functional standard equipment and to intelligent, space-saving room concepts 
the DA VIncI also provides optical highlights like the table with real-wood edge, the trendy cabinet fl ap door design, and the modern high-quality kitchen.

The classic DA VIncI exterior consistently continues the clear and uncomplicated interior concept.

The DA VIncI is the ideal partner for all those who in a special way wish to combine pleasure with usefulness.
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DA VIncI.



52� DA VIncI 490 TD.

The�best�combination�of�aesthetics�and�reason.
The DA VIncI enthuses young and old with its modern furniture design. The rounded flap doors in a trendy combination of light pear tree decor and  
mahogany-coloured wood tone are enhanced with fine silver pilaster strips. The three new, fresh fabric designs are a perfect match.
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A�realm�for�two.
With its creative room concepts and perfectly fi tted furniture the imaginative DA VIncI provides ample room for both – relaxed hours and convivial gatherings. 
The sleeping room and the bathroom and washbasin can be partitioned from the remaining interior by a folding door.



54� DA VIncI 540 DM.

Families�in�their�element.
Two or – as an option – three safety bunk beds form the centrepiece of the DA VIncI children’s room. The room under the bunk bed offers ample stowage space 
that also can be accessed from the outside (option). seating group and kitchen cleverly separate the children’s realm from the parents’ area. 
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Simply�in�the�midst�of�life.�
The french bed in the 540 DM has a comfortable length of 1.95 metres and yet still fits perfectly 
into the room ambience. finely matched colours and designs provide this harmony.
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Room�with�a�view.
MOnDO is the name of the fabric design with imitation-leather-look ends, which effectively emphasises the comfortable aspect in the DA VIncI. 
In no time at all the dinette can be converted into a practical guest bed – the table with real-wood edge will elegantly make room.
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Really�quite�clever.�
Many DA VIncI layouts feature especially large kitchens with worktop and tray  areas at different heights – really sophisticated solutions.  
There also are many drawers and shelves in the base cabinets, and a great top cabinet / shelf combination “on top”.



58� DA VIncI 560 TDl.

There’s�nothing�like�free�space.
With extra kitchen bar, or with lateral sink table – the kitchens in the DA VIncI are pure pleasure in themselves! On the bright, solid worktops of special 
laminate material all installations look light and open, and the trendy fabric designs (picture: frescO) simply are a perfect match.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013DA VIncI 560 TDl.

Welcome�to�paradise!
The bright wood decor tone of the DA VIncI furniture and the fresh and creative textile design make this Tabbert caravan a wonderfully 
unconventional travel companion with guaranteed good mood. The caravan simply looks fl ooded with light and timelessly modern.
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How�about�a�little�bit�more?
generously sized round seating groups, innovative ideas like the extra cabinet with display case in the entrance area,  
or modern-design kitchens with accessory system at the back wall and bar top are a special passion of the DA VIncI.
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2012/2013InhAlT 2012/2013DA VIncI 560 TDl.

Design�does�not�need�much�room.
In some layouts this exclusive designer washbasin with household mixer tap is 
placed before the large comfort bathroom with ceramic-surface Dometic toilet.
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GRANDE�PUCCINI. PUCCINI.

z

62   fAbrIc DesIgns.

Design version Grazia – Genuine leather Design version Aida

curtain

curtain

curtain

seat cover

seat cover

seat cover

cushions

cushions

cushions

Design version Scala

Design version Contina

cushions

cushions

cushions

curtain

curtain

curtain

seat cover

seat cover

seat cover

Design version Tendenza – imitation leather

Design version Virtuosa – fabric
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vIvALDI. DA�vINCI.

z

2012/2013fAbrIc DesIgns

curtain

Design version Mocca Design version Fresco

cushions cushionsseat cover seat cover

cushions cushions

curtain

curtain curtainseat cover seat cover

Design version Belezza Design version Rosato

cushions cushions curtainseat cover

Design version Vita Design version Mondo

curtain seat cover
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GRANDE�PUCCINI. PUCCINI.

grAnDe PuccInI 590 TD 2,5

grAnDe PuccInI 655 DF

PuccInI 560 E 2,3

PuccInI 550 E 2,5

PuccInI 550 E 2,3

PuccInI 495 HTD

PuccInI 495 HE

PuccInI 560 TD 2,5

PuccInI 560 TD 2,3

PuccInI 560 HTD 2,5

PuccInI 560 E 2,5

PuccInI 560 UEB

PuccInI 685 DF

PuccInI 655 TD

PuccInI 655 D

PuccInI 590 TD

64  

grAnDe PuccInI 750 HTD

 lAyOuTs.
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vIvALDI.

VIVAlDI 550 E 2,5

VIVAlDI 550 E 2,3

VIVAlDI 495 HTD

VIVAlDI 495 HE

VIVAlDI 450 TD

VIVAlDI 560 TD 2,3

VIVAlDI 560 HTD 2,5

VIVAlDI 560 E 2,5

VIVAlDI 560 E 2,3

VIVAlDI 560 TD 2,5

VIVAlDI 690 MD

VIVAlDI 655 D

VIVAlDI 640 MD

VIVAlDI 560 TDL 2,5

2012/2013lAyOuTs
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DA�vINCI.

DA VIncI 490 TD

DA VIncI 460 E

DA VIncI 450 TD

DA VIncI 390 QD

DA VIncI 380 HK

DA VIncI 560 TDL

DA VIncI 540 E

DA VIncI 540 DM 2,5

DA VIncI 540 DM 2,3

DA VIncI 560 DM

DA VIncI 700 KD

DA VIncI 680 HTD
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“strength lies in quality.”
friedrich nietzsche
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gOOD TO KnOW:
As one of the most tradition-rich manufacturers of exclusive caravans Tabbert has ex-
tensive experience in the equipment of recreational vehicles. A good premium caravan 
comes with a well thought-out portfolio of functional standard equipment features – 
and furthermore offers the holidaymaker a wide variety of individual options.

Tell your Tabbert dealer about your personal ideas of caravaning without compromise – 
he will be pleased to advise  you and show you what you have to pay attention to when 
you choose your equipment. your Tabbert will thus become a treasured companion on 
all your travels.

You�can�be�sure.
furniture fl ap doors, cabinet doors, and 
drawers are exposed to considerable stress 
in a caravan. for Tabbert the use of solid 
safety locks and hinges therefore is a mat-
ter of course.

You�may�relax.
Tabbert caravans are perfectly thought-out 
through to the smallest detail – so you can 
look forward to your holidays. The solid and 
durable metal gas bottle locker bottom is 
only one example out of many.

It’s�your�choice.
Our high-quality brand refrigerators 
are tested for long-time use. With a 
volume of 97 to 189 litres (almost) 
every equipment is possible here – 
as standard, or as an option.

You�are�well-advised.�
Tightness is a matter of special impor-
tance in caravans – Tabbert has reached 
perfection in every detail here and has 
optimal solutions with excellent insula-
tion values for example for the installa-
tion of windows .

“strength lies in quality.”
friedrich nietzsche
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guaranteed and certified: Tabbert premium quality.
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 www.tabbert.de

errors excepted. All data are subject to change without notice. 

There may have been product changes after the editorial deadline (07/2012). 

The illustrations may show optional equipment and accessories that are not standard. 

It may be possible that individual pictures are somewhat incorrectly represented as a result of image processing. 

colour deviations may be partially due to printing or lighting.

The water supply system complies with the state of the art of 03/2009 (directive 2002/72/ec)

Knaus Tabbert gmbh 
helmut-Knaus-straße 1 
D-94118� Jandelsbrunn 
Telefon: +�49 (0) 8�5 8�3 / 21-1 
Telefax: +�49 (0) 8�5 8�3 / 21-38�0 
tabbert@tabbert.de


